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ISABEUF INSERTION QDADRUPOLES*
J. Kaugerts, I. Polk, W. Saapson, and p.F. Dahl+

Beaa focussing and control at tha bean lntarsestion
regions of ISABELLE it accomplished by a number of
superconducting insertion quadrupoles. These magnets
differ fron the standard ISABELLE quadrupoles in various
ways. In particular, the requirements of Halted space
near the intersections and aperture for bssa extraction
impose constraints on their configuration. To achieve
options) beaa focussing and provide tuning flexibility
cells for stronger quadrupole tria windings than those
in the standard quadrupoles. The magnetic and mechan-
ical design of the Insertion qutfdrupolcs »od their
associated correction and steering windings to accom-
plish the above tasks is presented.

Introduction

The present dnslgn for the magnet lattice in the
vicinity of the b-r J» intarsectun region is shown in
Fig. 1 for the "0 o'clock" insertion which also serves
as the beam injection and ejection region. The magnets
have been drawn to scale in the longitudinal direction
(along the beam). The beaa Injection line for one of
the rings is also shown, llagnets for beam ejection
are not shown since several isam ejection methods
are atill under consideration at this time.
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These appear to be compatible with
Quadrupoles Ql,Q2>Q4»Q5sQ6i *nd Q7 h*v* b < t n designated
as insertion quadrupolcs since each of thea can be
Individually crimed to adjust the beaa properties at
an intersection region. By contrast, the standard
lattice focussing and defocusslng quadrupoles have their
trim windings separately in series and are not Individ- .
ually adjustable. The main windings of ell dlpoles and
quadrupolcs in a ring are powered in series to assure
that the aegnets track each other.

Table I gives the important magnetic parameters of
the Insertion quadrupolea. Qs,Qe, and <J7 are the seme
as the standard lattice quadrupolcs except for their
correction windings. Because of this let us consider
only the design of Q, and Q2 which are the same (except
for an additional «j_ winding in Cj) and which do present
special design constraints.

Q^ Magnetic Design

The types of windings and their strengths have
already been given In Table I. The reasons for these
corrections have been given elsewhere.1 Figure 2 shows
a cross section of the main winding, correction windings,
and cooling passages. Standardization of Insertion
quadrupole and regular lattice quadrupole winding psraa-
eters has been utilized whenever possible to facilitate
magnet construction. In particular, all magnet windings
use the same 0.0305 cm diameter superconducting composite
strand.2
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Fig. 1. ISABELLE Intersection Region Showing Insertion
Quadrupolea Q1-Q7
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Table I.

Fig. 2. Qi Insertion Quadrupole Quadrant Showing Main
Winding,Correction Windings and Coolant Passages

Insertion Quadrupole Parameters

Magnet Gradient(kG/ca) Magnetic Length(cm) Correction Provided(cm"Q) Correction Current Correction Winding

Qi 6.01 214 ao » 1.6 x W 2 xoo skew Steering Dipole
ax - 2.4 x 10"^ ioo Skew Quadrupole
bx - 8.4 x 10"| 300 Tria Quadrupole

Q-. 6.01 214 b0 • 1.6 x 10~* X00 Steering Dlpole
bt - 8.4 x 10-3 3 0 0 xrij, (j«adrupole

Q4 6.01 109 «o " °'8 * 1 0 , 50 Skew Snnering Dipole
bx « 8.4 x 10-J 300 Trim Quadrupole

Q5,Q7 6.01 164 b0 " °'
8 x l0't 50 Steering Dipole

' bx » 8.4 x 10"* 300 Tria Quadrupole
Qr 6.01 r 164 «o • 0.8 x 10"* 50 Skew Stteoring Dipole

. bi • 8.4 x 10~J 300 Trim Quadrupola
"Horn performed under the auspices of thsDepartment
of Energy :

*Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

ABy « B0(b + b]X + bjx* + ...)
iBh • B0(a0 + axx + agx

2 + ...)
Bo « 50 kG; Ioain - 4167 amps

verticsl field
horizontal field

Thit report wu prepared u in account of wotk
iponioreil by the United Stale! Government. Neither (he
United Sutei nor the United States Department of
Energy, nor any. of their ernployeel, nor any of their
contractor!, lubcontneton,' or their employeel, roiVea
any warranty, expreu or tmplisd, or aarnmea any legal
liability or reiponaibillry for the accuracy, compfctenei*
or Uttfulneu of uiy (nformatlon, appantlil, product or
proce* diKloied, or represent! that Ita uae would not
infringe printer/ owrwd rights.
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This winding Is tha saaa as that of tha regular
lattlca quadrupolaa3 axcapt for langth. Taiti have
baas nada* with a quadrupola using * slightly aaaUar
dlaaatar earlier version of this winding. Tha magnet
raaehad a gradient of 7.1 kC/ca at «.5°K la pool boiling

Foe tha prassne SO kC ISABEUE daalgn tha dlpola
saturation has baan calculatad to ba about 12W, giving
risa to a difftraoca between dlpola and qusdrupola
saturation for tea standard 12.3 ea thick Iron lamina-
tion of V&. In order to minimize this difference and
so reduce tha amount of quadrupole trim required to
make the dlpoles and quadrupoles track once Iron satur-
ation sats In, tha quadrupola Iron eora thickness for
<h and Q» has baan raduead to 4.5 cm. This iron thick-
ness has baas- calculated to give tha bast overall natch
between dipola and qusdrupole saturation, reducing the
difference to about 12. The leakage field fron Qi at
tha location of tha other beam has bean calculatad to
ba around 20 C. Shielding around the beam tuba can
reduce this field if this 1* required.

B. Quadrupola Trim Winding

Aa with tba regular lattice qusdrupole correction
windings, tha design philosophy for the Insertion
quadrupola correction windings has bean to operate them
at conservative cureant values, this is both in the
interest of increased reliability and also became these
windings era not as rigidly supported aa the main
windings end hence may t« more susceptible to quenching
due to mechanical motion.

In order to accouodata the larger trim require-
ments, the conductor design Is different from that of
tha standard lattice quadrupole trla winding. It con-
sists of an 11 strand AgSn solder Impregnated braid,

. spirally wrapped with 0.006 cm thick epoxy Impregnated
fiberglass tape to givo an overall ilti of 0.081 cm x
0.254 cm. When both tha mala and ttla windings are at
their asxlaua design current values, the maximum mag-
netic field at tha quadrupole trim winding In Che
magnet atralght section is about 39 US. At tha maximum
anticipated temperature of 4°K this results In an
operating current that is only 39% of tha short sample
critical current for these conditions. (Meanwhile,
the main winding la operating at 48 kS end about 70X
of short saaple critical current.) This gives a 7%
trla capability for the winding, allowing for saturation
affecta.

c. Skew Ouadruoola and Steering Dipola Windings

Both of thesa windings utilize a 7 strand AgSn
solder Impregnated cable completely covered with
0.013 cm thick epoxy fiberglass tape, givfcs an overall
size of 0.109 cm. This is tha saaa conductor used for
tha regular lattice qundrupoles correction windings.
At their design currents thesa windings ate operating
at only about 20S of their critical current.

Ql Mechanical Design

The quadrupolesQi and Q2 have been staggered
(see Fig. 1) because o£ the apace restrictions due to
the small (11.188 allllrsdlans} crossing angle at the
beam intersection region. Figure 3 shows a cross
section of the assembled magnet inside its cryostat
and the location of tha beam tube for the other ring.

This cryostat differs from the standard ISABEIXE
design5:

1. The magnet assembly has been made narrower In

Fig. 3. Mechanical Design

order to minimize the angle that beams froa the inter-
section region must be bent to clear tha magnet. The
possible addition of an electron ring option In the
future would also benefit froa having a radially narrow
Ql to reduce the amount of synchrotron radiation produced
as the electron beam is bent froa its location under O4
to Intersect with the proton beam.

2. Tha magnet is supported by low heat leak fiber-
glass strips6 ao opposed to stainless steel roller chains
of the earlier design.5

3. In order to make the magnet narrower in the
horizontal plena, the cryogenic lines have been located
above the magnet (see Fig. 3). The larger line carries
helium for direct magnet cooling as well aa tha current
leads for all the magnet windings. Tha smaller line
carries helium for the 55°K Intermediate heat shield.

The basic construction ttchnimie for the main
winding haa been described earlier.7 The correction
windings will be wound flat and then mounted on the cold
bora tuba as is dona for the standard lattice quadrupoles.

Magnet cooling la provided by a 170 g/s gaseous
hellua flow that enters at the middle of a magnet sextant
at S Atm and 2.6° K and leaves after Qi at 4.8 Atm and
3.8° R. Most of the cooland bypasses Q4 through the
line carrying magnet leads in order to minimize the
pressure drop across the magnet while carrying sufficient
helium to cool tha chain of 44 oagnats.

Outside of the main winding the coolant pa.jages
(see Fig. 2) are slots (1-8) In tha 2.54 cm vide epoxy
fiberglass bands, spaced every 2.54 cm. The space
between tha inside of ths main winding and tha steering
dipole is composed of 2.54 cm wide, 0.127 cm thick epoxy
fiberglass bands, spaced every 2.54 cm. Coolant for



this region flows through passage 9. Iha innar wind-
Ing* are cooled by helium flow through p u u p t 10-12.
Iheae passages hava tha pattern ihown below to provida
support and cooling of tha winding abova <?bem as vail
*i adge cooling of tha winding* at tha radial location
of the cooling passage.
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Fig. 4. Hallum Cooling Paasages 10*12
Computer calculations for tola coolant flow ge

•cry ualng typical haat loada during aagnat ramping
give a pressure drop of 0.002 Atm and temperature ri«a
from 3.3° K to 4.0° K for a flow of 20 g/». Ihlt ia
within daalgn specifications.

Larger Aperture Qj

Although a final deaign for beta extraction haa
not bean chosen yet, one possible daalgn cal ls for a
larger aperture in ^ in order to prevent beam losa
during fast beam extraction. The required aperture of

13.0 cm can be attained by scaling up the present design
to a 14.9 ca main winding Inner diameter (from 13.09 ca)
an* leaving out the Inner warm bora tube for tha Qx and
q2 In the ejection region. By Increasing the number of
turns of the main winding sufficiently, one can main-
tain 99S of tha standard gradient. The present cryo-
stat is large enough to accommodate this increase In
size.
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